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We discuss a technique of studying the K-theory of a unital C*-algebra 
associated to a homomorphism on a compact metric space ( Y, Z) by examining the 
non-unital C*-algebra associated to the induced topological flow (Indg( Y), W). The 
Thorn isomorphism of Connes and the Schwartzman asymptotic cycle are used to 
calculate the range of the trace corresponding to an invariant measure on the K, 
group of C*(X, Iw) for a continuous flow on a compact metric space (X, Iw). Under 
certain conditions projections in C*(X, Iw) with trace r corresponding to cross sec- 
tions to the flow can be constructed for every positive real number r in thts range, 
again by combining techniques of Connes and Schwartzman. Applications to the 
calculation of the tracial range of K,(C*( Y, H)) are discussed. In particular. this 
invariant is calculated for minimal afIine actions of Z on n-tori which have quasi- 
discrete spectrum, and for minimal actions of Z on compact abehan groups with 
topologically discrete spectrum. In both cases this (racial invariant is shown to be 
the preimagc of the eigenvalues for (Y, H) under the natural projection 
$4: w --* R/Z = S’. ‘1 19x6 Academc Pm\, Inc 
In the study of transformation group C*-algebras, the range of a trace 
corresponding to an invariant measure on the KO group of the algebra has 
proved to be a key isomorphism invariant for certain algebras [7, 17, 191. 
The purpose of this paper is to show how Connes’ results on crossed 
products by I&! can be employed in the calculation of this range for crossed 
products by Z. In particular we are able to calculate this invariant for C*- 
algebras corresponding to ergodic afline actions of Z on the n-torus which 
have quasi-discrete spectrum. As such actions are generalizations of Z- 
actions on the circle with pure point spectrum, they are natural candidates 
for study, since the corresponding C*-algebras are generalizations of the 
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irrational rotation algebra of [ 191. For the irrational rotation algebras, the 
range of the trace was first computed (and shown to be a complete 
isomorphism invariant) in [31] and [ 171, where the Rieffel projections 
were shown to give a complete set of generators for the &, group. The 
method which we use to calculate the trace of the algebras under study 
does not use the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence but instead relies 
heavily on the results of Connes [4]. Thus instead of examining crossed 
products by actions of Z we examine crossed products by induced actions 
of Iw, a methbd which has been shown to be fruitful in the past 14, 111. 
Connes’ formula for the tracial range is relatively easy to use in our case, 
since the actions of Iw induced from our class of affine actions on n-tori turn 
out to be one-parameter subgroup flows on nilmanifolds r\N, where N is a 
simply-connected nilpotent Lie group of dimension n + 1 and f is a cocom- 
pact discrete subgroup [see 281. 
A simple application of Corollary 2 of [4] allows us to prove 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (T”, Z) he u minimal action of Z on T” which has 
topofogically quasi-discrete spectrum. Then T, (K( C*( T”, Z))) = 4 - ‘(E) 
where v is Haar measure, and where E c S’ is the set of eigenvalues for the 
action of Z on T” and 4: R -+ S’ is projection mod Z. 
A similar application of Connes’ Corollary 2 allows us to prove by other 
methods the following result of N. Riedel [ 181: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let (Y, v, Z) he a minimal action of Z by automorphisms 
on the compact metric space Y which has topologically discrete spectrum. 
Then 
where E( Y, Z) is the set of eigenvalues for (Y, Z) 
The significance of the eigenvalues for an action of Z in the K, group of 
the corresponding C*-algebra is evident form the theorems above. From 
the point of view of this paper the significance can be explained in an 
intuitive fashion which we briefly outline here. Each eigenvalue of ( Y, Z) 
induces a coutable number of eigencharacters of the induced action (X, K!). 
Each eigencharacter for (X, Iw) which is positive rise to a cross-section 
transversal to the flow, KB [24]. The corresponding cross-sections give rise 
to projections in C*(X, [w), following the construction of Connes [S], who 
used “transversals.” Via Rieffel’s concept of strong Morita equivalence 
[cf. 193 these projections correspond to projections in M,(C*( Y, Z)) for 
some natural number j and hence provide a map of K,(C*(KB)) into 
K,(C*( Y, a)). If one takes the eigenvalue 1 for (Y, Z), one of the 
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corresponding cross-sections to (X, [w) can be identified with Y and we thus 
obtain the natural homomorphism of K,(C( Y)) into &(C*( Y, Z)) dis- 
cussed in [ 173. 
The correspondence between the positive portion of &‘(E( Y, Z)) and 
T,(&,( Y, Z)) is in general not surjective (e.g., if Y is not connected). 
However, for many of the examples with which we are concerned, surjec- 
tivity fortuitously holds, and gives a way of explaining the importance of 
eigenfunctions in constructing projections and establishing invariants for 
strong Morita equivalence. 
The paper is divided into four sections; the first reviews flows which are 
induced from a transformation or built under a function, cross-sections, 
and the strong Morita equivalence of the C*-algebras and their traces. In 
the second section we discuss a version of Connes’ Corollary 2 of [4], 
expressed in terms of the asymptotic cycle A, of Schwartzman [24]. This 
version takes the form 
where (X, IF!) is a flow on a compact separable metric space, p is an Iw- 
invariant probability measure on X, and H’(X, Z) is Cech cohomology. 
The results of Schwartzman relating cross sections to the positive part of 
the range of A,, can, in light of Connes’ techniques of [S], be used to 
provide the formula for the trace of the corresponding projection. For 
[f] E H’(X, Z) with f continuously differentiable, (1/27ci) f ‘(x) f (x) > 0, 
Vx E X, this takes the form T,, (PK,) = JX (1/27ci)f ‘(x) f (x) d,u where KY is the 
cross section to the flow (X, [w) defined by K,= {XE XI f (x) = 1 }, and 
where P,, is the Connes projection associated to J$. The proof of Riedel’s 
theorem is an immediate consequence. The third section establishes 
the range of the trace on the K,, group of C*-algebras corresponding to 
afflne actions. In the final section we concentrate on a particular family of 
examples, Anzai’s skew products on the torus, and use the methods 
established in the previous section together with ideas suggested in [ 191 to 
calculate the isomorphism and strong Morita equivalence invariants. 
This research was carried out while the author was a member of the 
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley, California and was 
sponsored by an N.S.F. postdoctoral fellowship. We thank Professors M. 
Rieffel and C. Moore for helpful answers to many questions. 
1. ACTIONS OF Z AND THE INDUCED ACTIONS OF Iw 
We suppose that we are given an action (Y, Z) where Y is the compact 
metric space and Z acts freely on Y as a group of topological 
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automorphisms. Suppose that f: Y -+ R + is a continuous function taking on 
positive values. Then as described in [ 151, we can define a one cocycle 
CI/: Y x Z + R by setting a, ( y, 1) =f( y) and extending to all Y x Z in such 
a way that the cocycle identify always holds. Then R and Z both act on the 
product space Y x [w by setting 
These two actions commute and hence there is an action of R on the 
quotient space (Y, R)/Z. The action of IF! so obtained produces what is 
commonly called the flow built under the function f[ 11. The space X is also 
a compact metric space and if v y is a finite Z-invariant measure on Y, there 
is a corresponding R-invariant measure on X obtained by setting 
Px = n, xc;, 4vu,xm) 1 ! 
where G, = {( y, Y) E Y x RIO < r <f( JJ)}, m is Lebesgue measure on R, and 
I7: Y x R + X is the quotient identification. 
If instead of a positive f one chooses a function which is negative, then 
the cocycle elf may be formed as before, along with action of Z and IF! on 
Y x R. Again the space X of Z-orbits is a compact metric space on which a 
flow (X, R) may be defined. An invariant measure can be determined in a 
very similar fashion to the p for positiveJ: We examine negative functions 
because when f- - 1 on Y, the corresponding “flow built over the 
function” is a standard construction termed the action of II3 induced from 
(Y, Z), which we shall denote by (IndF( Y), R). The general construction of 
induction from an action of a closed subgroup to an action of an arbitrary 
locally compact group containing it as a closed subgroup is described in 
more detail in [ 15, 271. If v y is a Z-invariant probability measure on Y 
then, as described above, a R invariant measure p”x on X can be construc- 
ted as follows. Let 8: R/Z = S’ --t R be the Bore1 section mapping ?‘l- to x, 
Vx E [0, l), and let /?: R/Z x R + Z be the cocycle defined rn,] x m R almost 
everywhere by 
fl(z, r) = O(z. 2’““) - r + H(z). 
Then R acts as a group of Bore1 transformations on (S’ x B Y, rnsl x v y) via 
the skew product construction, 
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Furthermore the map 4: (S’ x B Y, rn,[ x v y, R) -+ (IndF( Y), 4, (m,yl x v y), 
R) defined by &z, y) = rc( y, e(z)), where n: Y x R’ -+ Indf( Y) is the 
quotient identification, is a measure-preserving R-equivalent Bore1 
isomorphism (but not necessarily a topological conjugacy). Hence 
#*(m,, x vy) is a finite R-invariant measure on X whose total measure is 
equal to vy( Y) = 1, since vy is a probability measure. It is clear that this 
measure can be identified with pX= 7c* s xc, (m x vy) described earlier. 
The method of induction and that of building the flow under a function 
allow one to obtain flows (actions of the real line on topological spaces) 
from topological transformations (actions of the integers). Going in the 
reverse direction, the notion of transversal to a flow gives a method of con- 
structing transformations from flows. The following definition is that of 
Schwartzman [24], whose terminology we follow: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let (X, R) be a flow where X is a compact metric space. 
A subset K of X is said to be a cross section to the flow if K is closed and 
the mapping $: K x R -+ X sending (k, t) to kt is a local homeomorphism 
onto all of X. 
The local homeomorphism condition and the compactness of K imply 
that the map ,fK: K -+ R+ defined by 
f,(k)==inf{r>OIkrEK) 
is a continuous function on K bounded from above and bounded away 
from 0. Thus T: K-t K defined by T(k) = kfK(k) is a homeomorphism of K 
onto itself which provides an action (K, Z) of Z on K. Let (X, 53) be the 
flow built under the function ,& on (K, Z), where Z7: K x R --f A’ is the 
quotient map. Then since $ and I7 are quotient maps with the same fibers, 
the map $2 n-‘: X, +X is well defined and provides an R-equivariant 
homeomorphism between (X,, II%) and (X, R). Thus for any cross section K 
of (X, R) there exists an action (K, Z) of Z on K by transformations and a 
continuous positive function fon K so that (X, R) is the flow built under 
the function f on (K, Z). 
The above constructions have been shown to be very fruitful in the study 
of the corresponding operator algebras. The main reason for this is the 
strong Morita equivalence of the C*-algebra of a transformation and the 
C*-algebra of a corresponding flow built under a function or an induced 
flow, as mentioned in [4, 20, 2 I 1. This allows one to obtain knowledge of 
properties about the (Y, Z) algebra from knowledge about the (X, R) 
algebra, or vice versa. In studying the K-theory of the (Y, Z) algebra, one 
can apply the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence or Connes’ Thorn 
isomorphism depending on which track one desires to take. This method of 
inducing has previously been employed in the study of transformation 
group C* algebras in [4, 11.211. 
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Let (Y, Z) be an action where Y is a compact metric space and let 
j Y + R be a continuous strictly positive or strictly negative function. 
Form the flow under or over the function ,f which is positive or negative, 
respectively, and denote it by (A’, R). We briefly review the construction of 
the C*-algebras C*(X, R) and C*( Y, Z) corresponding to (X, R) and 
(K Z). 
If (M, G) is the action (on the right) of a locally compact group G on M 
we denote by C,.( M, G) the set of continuous functions on M x G with 
compact support. Then C, (M, G) has the structure of a normed *-algebra 
as follows: 
J’*cm, 8) =f(mg, s-‘1, 
fWwT!=J f’(m,s,)h(mg,,g,‘g)dg,, G 
llfll = sup( lMf)ll ), 
where the supremum is taken over all continuous representations rc of the 
Banach *-algebra L’(G, C*(M)) containing C, (M, G) as a dense *-sub- 
algebra. Let C*(M, G) denote the C*-algebraic completion of C, (M, G); it 
is termed the P-algebra corresponding to (M, G). 
If we set A = C,.( Y, Z) and B= C,.(X, R) then by definition A and B are 
norm-dense * -subalgebras of C*( Y, 72) and C*(X, R), and they are par- 
ticularly useful in that the set C,.( Y x R) = C is defined as an A - B 
equivalence bimodule by setting 
<tl,t12)~(Wy,r)yf)= 2 5,(y.j,r+CLI(Y,.j))&2(yj,r+t+af-(y,i)), 
jth 
Cl, 52 EC. (4) 
Note that the function of Y x R on the right-hand side is Z-invariant and 
hence is the lift of some function on X. We note also that our formulas are 
different from those of [21] since our group actions are written on the 
right, not on the left as in [21]. 
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The results of Green [ 1 I] and Rieffel [21] show that C, suitably struc- 
tured and completed, provides a strong Morita equivalence bimodule 
between 2 = C*( Y, Z) and B= C*(X, [w); in other words, as defined in 
[20] there exists a left-A right-B bimodule C having A and i? valued inner 
products satisfying 
(1) (x,Y)a~=x<Y,~)B x, I’, z E c. 
(2) The representation of 2 (resp. B) on C is a continuous represen- 
tation by operators which are bounded for ( , )B (resp. ( , )a). 
- - 
(3) The linear span of (C, C) a is dense in 1 and similarly for - - 
(C, C)B in B. 
By using a construction due to Connes [S] we can see that the Morita 
equivalence is in fact implemented by a projection in A: 
LEMMA 1.2. Let (Y, Z) be an action of Z on the compact metric space Y, 
and let (A’, R) be the,flow built under or over the strictly positive or strict/> 
negative continuous function f Then there exists a projection P ,, in C*( X, R) 
such that P,C*(X, R) P, is *-isomorphism to C*( Y, Z). 
Proof: The construction that follows is modelled on Connes’ construc- 
tion in [S], the only difference being that between the terminology of 
strong Morita equivalence and that of Hilbert C*-modules. 
Take A=C,(Y,Z), B=C,(X, [w), and C=C,.(YxR). Then as above C 
is a left-A and right-B module with A- and B-valued inner products. We 
wish to find m E C, ( Y x R) such that (m, m), = Idc.( y, z ). It then follows, 
using the methods laid out in Proposition 2.1 of [ 191, that (m, m)B = P, 
is a projection in B and furthermore that C*( Y, Z) can be embedded into 
C*(X, R) as the full corner PyC*(X, R) P,. We note now that since f‘is 
bounded away from zero and does not change sign on the compact set Y, 
there exists c > 0 such that the map I7: Y x IR + X restricted to Y x [ -E, E] 
is one-to-one into X. Thus if m( I’, /) is a continuous function on ( Y x R) 
with support contained in Y x [ -6, E], 
is identically zero for fixed i # 0, for in that case either the left term or the 
rigth term of the integrand is equal to zero. In particular if we set 
m,(y, I) = y(l), where y(l) is a smooth function on R with support con- 
tained in C-E, E] such that Srw Ir(l)j’dl= 1, we obtain 
<my, my>A (y,j)= 0, j#O, VyE Y, ~/y(l)12df==l, j=O,Vly~ Y. 
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Thus (m,,m,), is equal to IdA, so that (m,, m,),=P, is the 
desired projection in C*(X, R). 1 
Remark 1.3. The above lemma provides for any cross section Y to the 
flow (X, R) an injection of C*(Y) into C*(X, R), and this injection induces 
the map +!: K,,(C*( Y)) -+ K,(C*(X, R)) d escribed by Connes in Chap. 8 of 
[5] for transversals. In particular, #!( [Id,-,,,]) = [(m,, m y)s]. 
Fix now an action (Y, Z) where Y is a compact metric space, with v y as 
a Z-invariant Bore1 probability measure. Let f: Y -+ IR be a strictly positive 
or strictly negative continuous function. As mentioned above the flow 
(X, R) constructed from f‘carries a finite Bore1 R-invariant measure which 
corresponds, roughly speaking, to the product measure v y x m applied to 
the “space beneath (or above) that graph of ,A” where f is strictly positive 
or negative, respectively. If we denote this measure by ,D~, then associated 
to vy an pX are the finite traces z,,~ and z,‘~ on C*( Y, Z) and C*(X, R), 
respectively, which can be calculated on the norm dense *-subalgebras A 
and B by 
T ,,(R(Y,j))=5,R(Y,O)d~~,- 
As has been noted previously by others [lo, 191, the strong Morita 
equivalence bimodule established between C*(X, R) and C*( Y, Z) allows 
one to induce the trace r,,, to a trace Ind(r,,,) on C*(X, R). Indeed if we 
denote by C the imprimitivity bimodule between A= C*( Y, Z) and 
B= C*( Y, Z), then 
The following proposition is certainly known, implicity stated in [lo] 
and is used in [IS], but as we have not found it explicitly stated in the 
literature we include its proof here. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let (Y, Z) be an action of Z on the compact separable 
metric space Y, and let (X,-, Iw) he the flow associated to a strictly positive or 
negative continuous functionf on Y. Let v y be a Z-invariant Bore1 probability 
measure on Y and px the corresponding finite &invariant Boref measure on 
X with z,, and TV., the traces on the associated C*-algebras. If c is the 
C*( Y, Z)-C*(X, Iw) equivalence himodule described in Lemma 1.2, then 
Indr(Tlly) = T[,, 
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Prooj: We consider S> 0; the case f < 0 is similar. Recall that C is the 
completion of C,.( Y x [w) carrying the C,.( Y, Z)- and C, (X, 1W)-valued inner 
products as previously defined. We verify that Inde(r,,,) = t,,, on 
<C,.(Yx RI, C,(Yx ~)>c,,x, R). By using continuity of the trace one 
obtains the equality for all of C*(X, [w). 
Inde(T,.,)((h,g),.~,,. w)) 
=T\.,((g> h)C.,JY, I) 1 
On the other hand, 
I xi‘ 
z/c $‘I. -/I + a,( I’. I I ~ 
= 4 .d, r) g( .d, r) dr dv, 
F / r,( \‘I. -/) 
= (using Z-invariance of v y) 
s xi 
2,l.L’. -I+ I)- 
My,r)g(y,r)drdv,. 
y I Z/l 1. -/I 
If MI and m, are the maximum and minimum of [J‘I on Y, respectively, 
we note that 
IA Mf3 Iq(34.i)l 3 iA m/; vy E Y. 
We thus obtain 
Tjtx((h,g)c,~x. wj) 
XZ 
si h(~,r)g(y~r)drdv, Y  M 
= Ind(r,,)((h, g),.<,.., w,) as desired. 1 
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2. EIGENVALUES AND PROJECTIONS 
As mentioned in the Introduction, Schwartzman [24] made one of the 
first applications of algebraic topology to topological dynamics by 
associating to each flow (X, fR) with [W-invariant probability measure P the 
“average asymptotic cycle,” A,,. This was a map of H’(X, Z) into [w, where 
H’(X, Z) denotes the elements of the first Cech cohomology group (with 
integer coefficients). The results of Connes imply that the range of A,, is 
precisely r,(K,( C*(X, R)). Hence the map A,, is especially useful in the 
study of C*(X, Iw), and can roughly speaking be regarded as the average 
value of maps ,A ,:H’(X,Z)-+[W, where {A,,lp~GcXj is a collection of 
maps which Schwartzman constructs for particular generic subset G of X. 
The notion of asymptotic cycles on manifolds was generalized by Ruelle 
and Sullivan [23], and their results were the ones employed in [4] and 
[S]. For our purposes the setting of [24] is enough, and we restrict our- 
selves to that case. We briefly summarize relevant results of [24]. 
Recall that H’(X, Z) can be regarded as G(X)/E(X), where G(X) 
represents the multiplicative group of continuous functions mapping X to 
S’={zI lz\=l’, and where E(X) represents the subgroup of G(X) con- 
sisting of those functions which can be expressed as exp(2ni H(X)) for 
some continuous function H: X + [w. 
Let K be a fixed cross-section to the flow (X, Iw), and de!ineJ, E G(X) by 
setting 
fK(x) = exp(2ni l,lT,), x E x (1) 
where t, is the least nonnegative real number with x( -t.,) E K, and T, is 
the least positive real number such that x(r, - t,) E K. Conversely given 
f~ G(X), under certain circumstances one can construct a cross-section K, 
such that 
u-1 = UK,1 in N’(X, Z): 
THEOREM 2.1 [24]. Let f E G(X). A necessary and sufficient condition 
that there exists a cross section K, for which [f(x)] = [fK,(x)] mod E(X) is 
that A,,(f) > 0 for every positive R-inuariant Bare/ measure p on X. 
If f is a function which is continuously differentiable with respect to the 
flow and (1/27ri)f’(x)f(x) > 0 Vx E X, then f satisfies the conditions of the 
theorem, and K,= {XE J/If(x)= 1 }. This is true since then 
O+-.j f’(x).ftx)&=A,(Cfl) 
X‘ 
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for every finite invariant measure p, as is shown in [24, Sect. 41. In fact if g 
satisfies the condition of Theorem 2.1, then there exists a function g, which 
is differentiable with respect to the flow, with (1/2ni) g’, go > 0 Vix E X, and 
such that [g] = [gD] mod E(X) [24]. Hence if certain conditions are 
satisfied, one can associate to every element of IF! + n A,,( H’(X, Z)) a cross 
section in (X, [w). In particular this is so if (X, iw) is uniquely ergodic so 
that there is only one [W-invariant probability measure on X. We note also 
that if f,: X -+ S’ is an eigenfunction with eigencharacter I > 0, so that 
,1, (xt) = eJXLZ’f; (x), t/x E x, vt E R, 
then Schwartzman’s theorem associates the cross section 
K,= {xI.f,(x)== 1 I. 
We shall show that if PKx is the projection in C*(X, Iw) associated to K, in 
the previous section, then 
T,,(p~,)=A~,(fz)==. (3) 
We recall that a particularly beautiful consequence of Connes’ Thorn 
Isomorphism theorem was the simple formula given for the calculation of 
T,(K,(C*( V, IL?))) for smooth flows (V, iw) on a compact manifold V with 
invariant probability measure ,u: then 
~,,(&(c*( K [WI)) = CC, H’( K z)>, (4) 
where C is the RuelleeSullivan current defined by C( [o]) = Jy w(X) & for 
o a smooth one form, where X is the smooth vector field associated to the 
flow. As the Ruelle-Sullivan current is a generalization of the Schwartzman 
cycle Al,, Corollary 2 of [4] can actually be extended to include flows 
(X, If%) on a compact separable metric space X, and we restate it as follows: 
THEOREM 2.2 [4]. Let (X, R) be a flow on the compact separable metric 
space X, and suppose that p is afinite R-invariant Bore1 measure on X. Then 
where A, is the Schwartzman asymptotic cycle. 
Proof. We note that Connes’ proof (of Corollary 2 of [4]) comes from 
his Theorem 2 and from the fact that if a map U: V+ U(n, @) is differen- 
tiable with respect to the flow, then 
Tr &U’(V) u*(u) =& det(u(v))’ det u(u). 
> 
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But (5) is true also for V = X= a compact metric space, as is 
Theorem 2 of [4]. Hence, denoting by 4, the Thorn isomorphism 
4, : K, (C*(X)) -+ K,(C*(X, R)), it follows that for U: X--f U(n, @) differen- 
tiable with respect to the flow 
= &. 1 (det u(x))’ det u(x) tip. 
Hence T~(K~(C*(X, R))) c (A,, H’(X, Z)). In the other direction, if 
y E H’(X, Z) with continuously differentiable representative f E G(X), then 
where i: H’(X, Z) + K, (C*(X)) is the natural inclusion. a 
We see that if ;’ E H’(X, Z) is represented by continuously differentiable,/, 
then qSl(i[f J) is an abstract element of K,(C*(X, R)) whose “trace” is 
equal to (l/(2775) fxf’(x) f (-x) dp. However, if -1’ is such that 
(1/2k)S’(x) f (x) > 0, Vx E X, Theorem 2.1 of Schwartzman and the con- 
structions given in the previous section allow us to explicitly construct a 
projection P in C*(X, R) with 
7,,(P) = A,,(f). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (A’, R) he u flow on a separable compuc’t metric .sprrce 
rcith a R-iwuriunt Bore1 probability meusure on X. [f‘ j X -+ S’ is (I 
function continuously differentiuhle \r,ith respect to the .flm.. such thut 
(1/2ni) f ‘(x)/f (x) > 0 Vx E X, and if’ P,, is the projection a.rsocciated to t/w 
cross section K, = { .Y E X 1 j (x) = I ) !I)* Lemma I .2. then 
(7) 
Proof From Schwartzman’s result we see that K, = {x E A’ ,f(x) = 1 1 is 
transversal to the flow and hence there exists an action of Z on K, and a 
positive function r,: K, 4 S’, defined by 
r,(k)= inf {tlktEK,i, 
I>0 
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such that (X, R) is the flow built under the function Y, on K,. As in 
Proposition 1.4, the trace zli on C*(X, R) induces to give a trace Tnd,-(r,,) 
on C*(K,, Z). A calculation shows that IndCT(rI,) corresponds to a 
Z-invariant trace on C*(K,), i.e., a finite positive Bore1 measure on K, (not 
necessarily normalized), which we denote by V. By Proposition 1.4, we see 
that 
r,, = Indc(Ind,-z,,) = Indc(r,.) 
and hence 
for any bounded measurable function h: X + C. where l7: K, x R -+ X is 
projection. We then note that j’ E K,, 
This follows from using the definition of Y,( 1.) and from noting that 
“,I IV) 
i 
“,I II 
“,, ./“(~-).f‘f~~r) dr=log(f’(yr)) 
0 
for an appropriate branch of log. Therefore 
= c ldv( y) = v( K,), hi 
where m,,: K, x R + C is chosen as in the proof of Lemma 1.2. 
We thus obtain 
We thus obtain T,,(P~,) = (1/2n;) ]xf’(.~),f(~x) (Ip, as desired. 1 
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If the flow (X, R) is what Schwartzman terms spectrally determinate 
[cf. 24, Sect. 6 J, (a category which includes any recurrent flow on an 
arcwise-connected continum X), then every element of A,, (H’(X, Z)) n R + 
corresponds to a transversal K,,. In such a situation the trace of the positive 
cone of K,(C*(X, R)) (the collection of traces of actual projections in 
M,(C*(X, R)) tin~Z+), which is included in A,(H’(X, Z)), is in fact equal 
to A,(H’(X, Z))n R+. In other words to every element Y of 
A,(H’(X, Z))n R+ we can find a projection in M,(C*(X, R)) for some 
positive integer n whose trace is equal to Y (In fact n = 1 suffices 
V~EA,(H’(X,Z))~R+). 
Remark 2.4. We note that Theorem 2.1 implies that for any continuous 
eigenfunction fr of X with eigencharacter c( > 0, 
A similar situation occurs in the following theorem, which was first 
stated and proved in [I 181 in a different fashion. 
THEOREM 2.5 [18]. Let (Y, Z) be a minimal action of 2 on the compact 
metric space with invariant measure 11, and suppose that (Y, 77) has 
topological/y discrete spectrum (i.e., C*(Y) is spanned by eigenfunctions). 
Then 5,(K,(C*( Y. Z)) is equal to the inverse image in DB of the eigenvalues 
for (Y, B) under the natural projection 4: [w -+ iw/Z = S’. 
Proof The fact that (Y, v) has the structure of a compact abelian 
metric group with Haar measure and that there exists a monomorphism 
p: Z + Y with dense range such that T”(y) = p(n) y is a standard result in 
topological dynamics. [cf. 261. We form the induced flow (X, R) where X is 
the quotient space Y x R modulo the relation (JZ, r) - (y p(n), r-n), 
Vn E Z, V( y, r) E Y x R. We again denote by TC the projection of Y x R + X. 
The space Y x R has the natural structure of the product group, and 
H= ((p(n), -n)E Yx [WI n E Z} is a closed subgroup of Y x R. The projec- 
tion II/: Y x R + Y x R/H has the same fibers as does n, and since 71 and @ 
are both quotient maps we see that Y x R/H is homeomorphic to X. Hence 
X has the structure of a compact abelian group. This implies that H’(X, Z) 
can be identified with the discrete group 2, [ 141, ,a&. by the Pontryagin 
duality 2 can be identified with N’ = {(y, r) E (Y x iW)lv(p(n)) eZn’r12 = 1~ 
Vn E Z }. Hence using Theorem 2.1, 
r,(K,,(C*( Y, Z))) = 7,1(&~(C*(x [WI))= ~,WX Z)), 
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which is seen to be {(1/2ni) jX (y, r)‘(x) (y, r)(x) dpl(y, Y)E k= H’ c Y). 
By Remark 2.2, we note that for (y, v) E 2, 
(“r’, r)’ ‘) n( y, Y) = 27LirPr’j( ,) 
so that 
1 ’ 
=27Ii y * is 
2nirrZArrry( y) e2Xir’y( y) dt dv 
1 ’ 
=- 
J’?’ 2ni y  0 
2nir dt dv 
= r. 
Since {r / (y, r) E 2 for some y E Y> = 4, ’ ( ( y(p( 1)) / y E ?I), and since each 
;’ E Y is an eigenfunction for (Y, Z) with eigenvalue y(p( I )), we obtain the 
desired result. 1 
Remark 2.6. To further relate Theorem 2.5 to Remark 2.4 we note that 
each eigenfunction and eigenvalue for (Y, Z) induces to give eigenfunctions 
and eigencharacters for the induced flow (X, [w), which also has 
topologically discrete spectrum. For each a > 0 with eZnrz an eigenvalue of 
the system (Y, Z), there exists a Z-space (Y,, atz) which has topologically 
discrete spectrum and satisfies (Ind:z( Y,), [FB) = (X, (w) = (Ind$( Y), [w). The 
C*-algebra C*( Y,, aZ) is not necessarily *-isomorphic to C*( Y, Z) but is 
clearly strongly Morita equivalent to C( Y, Z), the equivalence being given 
by 
c*( Y, Z) c*( Y,, d) 
Where f; and .f, are eigenfunctions with eigencharacters 1 and x, respec- 
tively, and K,,, K/, the corresponding cross-sections in X. A projection in 
M,(C( Y, Z)) of trace c1 for some n is found as in [ 19, Proposition 2.121. 
3. AFFINE TRANSFORMATIONS WITH QUASI-DISCRETE SPECTRUM 
In this section we apply the formulas of the previous sections to calculate 
(C*( T”, Z)), where (T”, Z) is an action of the integers on the n-torus by an 
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affine transformation which is ergodic with respect to Haar measure and 
has quasi-discrete spectrum. The corresponding C*-algebras may be viewed 
in several different lights. They are the simplest generalizations of the 
irrational rotation algebras, and they correspond to projective represen- 
tations of certain countable discrete nilpotent groups. These two facts give 
one two different approaches to the use of the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact 
sequence. However, in what follows we shall be more interested in the 
induced flows for (T”, Z), which turn out to be of the form (T\N, exp rX) 
where N is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group, r is a cocompact sub- 
group, and X E n. (In this connection one could follow [7] and term the 
corresponding C*( T”, Z) functions on noncommutative nilmanifolds). 
Again this approach is of most interest to us since we are then able to use 
Connes’ theory to study certain non-unital crossed-product-by-I 
C*-algebras which are strongly Morita equivalent to the unital C*( 7”‘, 22). 
We begin by recalling that a dynamical system (X, T), where X is a com- 
pact Hausdorff space and T is a homeomorphism of X, is said to have 
topological/y quasi-discrete spectrum if the algebra generated by its quasi- 
eigenfunctions is dense in C*(X). Here quasi-eigenfunctions are defined as 
follows: set G, equal to the set of topological eigenvalues for (X, T), and 
define G,, , in k4, inductively, by setting G,, , equal to ,f~ C(X) such that 
I,fl = 1 and for which there exists a gE G, withf‘( T.u) =g(x)f(s). The set of 
quasi-eigenfunctions is defined by G = U,:= 1 G,, In 130, Corollary, p. 3183 
it is shown that if (X, T) is a minimal dynamical system with quasi-discrete 
spectrum and no eigenvalues of finite order, then (X, 7’) is topologically 
conjugate to (K, A) where K is a compact abelian group and A is an afline 
transformation of K satisfying certain conditions. The system (K, A) is uni- 
quely ergodic, distal and totally minimal. Many dynamical systems with 
quasi-discrete spectrum can be distinct from one another yet have the same 
group of eigenvalues; e.g., let 
r”=S’xS’x “’ xs’ with n,, = (z,, z2 )...’ -,z ) = (k,) z,z2 ,.... z,, ,Z,!) 
-- 
n-tmlca 
where 2=e ‘“‘“a irrational. Each of the systems (r’, H,,) has topologicaily 
quasi-discrete spectrum, with eigenvalues equal to { i.“(n E Z ), yet they are 
all distinct systems and only (T’, 8, ) has topologically discrete spectrum. 
Conversely, any system with discrete spectrum is completely determined up 
to conjugacy by its group of eigenvalues (and by definition has quasi-dis- 
crete spectrum). 
We will restrict ourselves to the case where the compact group K in 
question is the n-torus 7”. In this case the results of [30] show that any 
minimal transformation of 7”’ without eigenvalues of finite order having 
quasi-discrete spectrum is conjugate to a minimal affine action on an 
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n-torus having quasi-discrete spectrum. Let 6, be an affme transformation of 
the n-torus T” so that there exists ME GL(n, z) and [ = (c ,,..., (,,)E R” with 
T’ = ,“/I,‘, (1 + T’ 
where $,1: R” + T’ is the natural projection, and R:(X) = X + 5, X E W. 
(Any automorphism of T” followed by a rotation can be expressed in such 
a fashion.) We identify the notation (5, M) with 8. Set Z,,(M) = 
ker((M’)” - I) iz”, VIE fV (this is the K,,(M) of [12], notation we have 
changed for obvious reasons). Note that Z, (M) is contained in Z,(M) for 
every p. The following two conditions give necessary and suffkient con- 
ditions for ergodicity w.r.t. Haar measure, as shown in [12]: 
(1) Z,(~)=Z,(W, VP 
and 
(2) c= (<,) is rationally independent over Z,(M), i.e., if tig Z, (M) 
is such that (f, r?z) is a rational number, then @I = 0. 
We restrict our study to transformations which satisfy (1 ) and (2 
together with the following conditions: 
(3) z, (‘w zo, 
(4) M’ - I is nilpotent. 
Under these conditions it has been shown in [ 121 that (f: M) is con 
jugate (in the group of affine transformations of rl) to the transformation 
(LF, M’) where M’ is an upper triangular matrix whose bottom right (k x k) 
minor is the /i x k identity matrix, where 0 < k = dimQ ker( M’ - I) = 
dim@ ker((M’)’ - I), and where 7 = (0 ,..., 0, 5, ,... 1 r/,). Condition (2) then 
implies that <, ,..., l/, are rationally indeietdent in the usual sense. We call 
(<‘, M’) a .slandflrd ,fbrm for (<, M) and from this point will assume that 
(<, M) is given in standard form. 
A transformation satisfying (1 )-(4) is minimal, uniquely ergodic with 
respect to Haar measure, and has quasi-discrete spectrum. Conversely any 
minimal transformation of the n-torus which has topologically quasi-dis- 
crete spectrum is conjugate to an afline transformation which must satisfy 
(1) through (4). [30, Sect. 3; 26, p. 116, Example (iv)] and hence can be 
put into a standard form. The C*-algebras corresponding to such action 
are therefore simple and have a unique normalized trace. 
The following observation is a slight variation of a more general method 
due to Auslander [28], which in turn is related to work of Auslander and 
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Hahn [29]. We indicate its proof here since the constructions and notation 
involved are crucial in the calculation of the range of the asymptotic cycle 
for the induced flow. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 0 = (<, M) he an qfline transformation of the n- 
torus satisfying (l)-(4) and suppose that (5, M) is in standard ,form with 
dima ker(M- I) = k. Then the induced flow (A’, R) = (Ind:( T”), R) is 
topologically of the .form (l\N, exp tX) where N is a simply connected 
nilpotent (real) Lie group qf dimension n + 1, r is a cocompact subgroup, and 
the R action is given by translation on the right by exp tXfor some XE 3, 
the Lie algebra of N. 
Proof. We recall that Ind! (T’) is the quotient of T” x If3 by the relation 
(z.r - 1) w  (19(z), r), Vz~T”,VrElR. 
Since M is unipotent, in fact upper triangular, there exists a unique 
upper triangular matrix &?E M(n, R) such that exp 8= M. We define N as 
the topological space IR” + ’ and impose a group structure by employing a 
semi-direct product (since M is unipotent N will be a nilpotent Lie group), 
(x,, f,N%, t2) = C-f, + exp(t, X) x2, t, + t2), 
(x,, t,)m’=(-exp(-t,X)(x,j, -t,). 
(5) 
We then denote that IndF(T) is precisely the left quotient of N by the 
subgroup D generated by 
(6) 
(Although for purposes of writing up we use row vectors, we think of the 
vectors as column vectors when calculating Mx.) 
So far this reasoning is a variation of the argument used in [28, 
Lemma 9, Sect. 91. We now use Malcev’s results on discrete subgroups of 
nilpotent Lie groups to find an automorphism of N mapping D onto the 
integer lattice of N, ZY Let x, (t), x,, + , (1) be the unique one parameter sub- 
groups in N such that x,(l)=e,, 1 <,j<n+ 1. 
For l<j<n, 
x,(t)=(O ,...) t ,..., 0) 
/th >po, 
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If we denote by (exp tB- 1)/B the expression I:, tJB’ l/j!, we note 
that the sum is finite for B nilpotent and hence we can define the invertible 
matrix (exp rx- 1)/x. With this notation, 
(7) 
It is easy to verify that 
(a) D is a cocompact subgroup of N (D is closed and D\N is com- 
pact). 
(b) each element of R” x R = N can be represented in the form 
n + I 
,rJ -y, (t,) for some choice (f,) E R”’ I. 
(c) For every integer 1 <j< n + 1 the collection of elements of the 
form tj E R form a closed normal subgroup of N, with 
N,,\N,+ I = R 1 <j<n. 
(Hence N,\N = R). 
In other words, following the notation of [ 131, x, (1) -x2 (I ) ,..., x, + , (1) 
form a system of canonical coordinates of the second kind. If we set 
then the {X, (1 )I 1 <j < n + I} also form a system of canonical coordinates 
of the second kind for N. Furthermore, the association H: x,(l) + X,(1 ) 
given an isomorphism of the group D and the group r generated by 
{ Xj( 1 )I 1 6 j < n + 1 }. Thus using Malcev’s well-known results on cocom- 
pact subgroups of nilpotent Lei groups [ 161, H can be extended to give a 
group automorphism of N onto itself and thus a homeomorphism 
We note that under the mapping H, the one parameter subgroup 
((O,...,O, f)lfERj . is mapped onto the one-parameter subgroup 
(8) 
X as in (7) which we shall henceforth denote by 
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Thus the induced flow corresponding to the given affine transformation 
of the n-torus is topologically equivalent to a one-parameter flow on a 
nilmanifold of the form (f\N, v(t)) where I% is a simply-connected 
nilpotent Lie group homeomorphic to R” + ’ and r consists of the integer 
lattice of that group. Since under these conditions exp: 91+ N is a dif- 
feomorphism, we know there exists XE % with u(t) = exp tX, and the proof 
of the proposition is complete. 1 
Remark 3.2. For further reference we comment on the calculation of X. 
We can identify N with the subgroup of GL(n + 1, R) of the form 
{(E!!i; p) r?tR”,tElQ,M,(f)=exptX 
1 
With respect to this identification, the element XE n can be expressed as an 
element of M(n + 1, R); thus we can identify X with the (n + 1) x (n + 1) 
dimensional matrix 
X= 
t 
x (expXy - 1) c 
0, , 0, 0 ) 0 1. 
We note that for future reference that M, (f) must have its lower right k x k 
corner equal to the identity matrix, Vt E R, since the lower right k x k cor- 
ner of X is the zero matrix. 
We proceed now to the calculation of the trace of TV, on Ko(C*(X, R)) 
which in turn is equal to r,?(K,(C*(Y. Z))). 
THEOREM 3.3, Let H: F + T” he u minimul irun~~~rrnuti~~n of’ the n-torus 
,jshich has topological& quasi-discrete spectrum. Then 
where E + S’ is the set of topological eigenvalues for (T”, Z), and 
4: R + R/Z = S’ is the narural projection. 
Proof: By Proposition 1.4 if suffices to calculate Z~ (K, (C*(X) x R)) = 
A,,(H’(X, H)) where (A’, R) is as in Proposition 3.1. We recall that since N 
is simply connected, H, (ON, Z) = n, (A,N)/[n, (r\N), I7, (r;N)] where 
Z7, (A’) represents the fundamental group of X, and hence 
H, (P\N, n)= l-/c,-. I’] 
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For any topological space X, there is a decomposition 
H, (X, Z)= F, (A’, Z)O T, (X, Z). 
where F, (X, Z) is the free first Betti group of X and T, (X, Z) is the 
maxima1 torsion subgroup of 14, (X, Z). Since we are only concerned with 
H'(X, Z) = (F, (X, Z))*, to calculate H'(f'\N, Z) we are only concerned 
with finding the free portion of r/[f, f]. To do so we note that 
I7, (pisN) = f is generated by the elements 
{el=(O ,..., l,..., 0)jl <.j<n-t-1). 
/Ih vat 
Any element of r can therefore be written as (1’. n), where 6 E Z”, n E Z. 
Thus a commutator in [r, I‘] takes the form 
(C,, n,)(1;2, rzz)(V,, n,) l(l.2, n1) 
(L:,,n,)(&,n,)(M “I(-L!,), -n,)(M ‘VL17), -nz) 
(where M is as in Proposition 3. I ) 
=(1?, + M'"(Fz)+ M;"(-El)- C,,O) 
= [(M"'- Z) F2 +(I- M"')c,.O]. 
Then the dimension of [r, r] (which is abelian so can be viewed as a Z- 
submodule of ZI” @ {O) G f) is equal to the dimension of the range of Z” 
under the matrix (M - I). Now M is an upper triangular matrix with ones 
along the diagonal, whose bottom right k x k minor is the k x k identity 
matrix, where k- = dimy ker(M - I), so that the rank of M - / is n ~ X-. 
Hence 
n + 1 times 
--7 
rllr, r1= 
‘z@Z @Z@Z 
(M-/)P 
n - k times k times I time 
-- 
Z@@..~@Z@Z@..~Z’o.~~ z 
Z submodule of dimQ = n - k 
T,@Z@ ... @Z, 
k + 1 times 
where T, = T, (T\N, Z) is the finite torsion subgroup of H, (T\.<N, Z). Thus 
we have shown that the lirst Betti number of r?N is equal to k + 1, so that 
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the dimension of P, (II/V) as a Z module is k + 1. If we denote by 71 the 
projection X: N + A<N and by II/ the surjection 
$: f = n, ([IN) -+ I-/[Z-, Z-1 = II, (T\,N, Z), 
then F, (r\N, Z) is generated by the cycles 
ac~“y,l), 1 <jdk+ I, 
where each y, is a curve 7,: [0, l] + N, with 
rj(l) = (O,...:;o;$;., O), 1 <,j<k+ 1 
so that no?, is a loop in f\N, with [rr-j(r]~~,(f\,N)=f. 
There are now two slightly different approaches to calculating 
r,* (K,(C*(r\N, EL!))) = z,* (C*( T”, Z)). One can emphasize the manifold 
structure by finding a dual basis to the $( [ear,]) in terms of one-forms, 
and thus calculate H’(r\N, Z) by finding the integral one-form represen- 
tatives of H’(P,N, Iw),, Rham. If this direction is taken, then a basis dual to 
the basis given for F, (ZJN, Z) is given by the cocycles obtained from the 
II + 1 integral one forms 
co,on(t, ,..., t,,+,)=&.exp(hit, k+,) d(exp hi t,r k+,h 1 <j<k+ 1. 
The cycles [o,~ ~1 can be regarded as sitting inside H’(r\N, iw),, Rham. 
From this point of view the next step is to examine the image of the 
Ruelle-Sullivan current which following [4] we denote by C. We recall 
that if the flow (f\N, 1w) is expressed in terms of the vector field X on 
T\N, then 
If instead the algebraic-topological point of view is used, one examines 
the Cech cohomology G(f\N)/E(T\N) = H’(T\N, Z). In this case the 
[wj] corresponds to [fj] E G(T\N)/E(T\N) where 
f,O n(t , ,..., t, + ,I = exp(2nit, k +, )> l<j<k+l 
and the image of the Schwartzman asymptotic cycle is given by 
(f;, A.)=&[. f,.f,‘&= ([q-j, c>, lbjdk+ 1. 
IN 
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We now note that each S, is a continuous eigenfunction to the flow 
(T\N, [w), with eigencharacter -<, (where we define -tk + , = 1). This follows 
from the fact that the lower right k x k corner of exp(tX) is the identity 
matrix for every t, so that 
f,“n((f,>...> t,+,).r(r)) 
=,r;, 4(f, I... , t, + I I(*; r;, -r;,..., -5t3 r) 
=fi~~(*,~,~~k+,-r,~,~n-k+2-r2f,...,~n+,+f) 
=exp2ni(tnmk+,-5,t), I<j<k+l 
=exp(-ir,t)f,o~((t,,..., t,+,)). 
Hence using the results of section 2, (f,, A,) = -tj, 1 <j< k + 1. We 
note also that ,<, 1 <j 6 k and fk + , satisfy the condition (1/2~i) 5’3 > 0 for 
rj > 0; therefore there exists cross sections K, ,..., K, + , and corresponding 
projections P,, 1 ,< j < k + 1, in C*( T\N, Iw) associated to the .f, where 
~,APK,k +5,> 1 <j<k, 
ql(pKkJ= 1. 
Hence tf(K,(C*(T, Z))) = zz(K,(C*(T\N, [w))) contains @j=, 24,OZ 
c iw, and an application of Connes’ Corollary 2 shows that in fact 
T,*(K,(C*(T”, Z)))= 0 Z,OZ. 
,= I 
Since (@y=, Zg, @Z) = &‘(I?( T”, Z)) where E( T”, Z) represents the 
(continuous) eigenvalues of (T’, Z) and where 4: [w + Iw,@ = S], the proof 
of our theorem is complete. 1 
Remark 3.4. The referee has inquired as to whether Riedel’s proof of 
Theorem 2.5 can be easily modified to prove our Theorem 3.3. A portion of 
Riedel’s proof of this theorem [ 18, Lemma 3.31 is based on induction on 
the number of generators for the group of eigenvalues, and to prove the 
induction for i= 1 uses the known fact that K,(A,) = Z 0 Za = z*(K,(A,)), 
where A, is the irrational rotation algebra. In our case, we saw on p. 20 
that infinitely many nonconjugate afflne systems (T”, 8,) with quasi-dis- 
crete spectrum can have their eigenvalue groups all generated by the num- 
ber e2nict. Here the groups K,(C*(T”, 19,)) and the ranges T*(K,(C((T”, Q,)) 
are not accessible by a direct application of the Pimsner-Voiculescu-Rieffel 
results. 
Remark 3.5. The Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence allows one to 
easily calculate the group structure of K,(C*( T”, a)), for C*(T’, Z) 
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associated to any given afline transformation of 7”‘; one uses the fact that 
an affine transformation is homotopic to an automorphism and applies the 
isomorphism ch: K, (C(Y)) + H*( T”) given by the Chern character, as 
pointed out to the author by C. C. Moore. 
4. APPLICATIONS: THE DISCRETE HEISENBERG GROUP AND 
ANZAI'S SKEW PRODUCT ON THE TORUS 
We now restrict ourselves to the specific case n = 2 and 0: T2 + T’ is 
given by #((w, z) = (zw, AZ) where ,! = e2=“, for 3 irrational. Denote by H, 
the C*-algebra C*(T2, Z), which is the crossed product of C*(T2) by the 
action 8* of Z. Since 0 is a minimal transformation, H, is simple. The 
notation {HJ is chosen for the reason that H, is generated by the three 
elements U, V, W satisfying the relations 
UV= /.VU, 
uw= vwu, 
VW= WV, 
i.e., H, corresponds to a projective representation of the three-dimensional 
Heisenberg group. A straightforward application of the method discussed 
in Section 3 show that the flow induced from 0 is given by right action of 
the one-parameter subgroup 
&I) = ((i-G) a, -Eat, t) 
on the homogeneous space H,\H,, where H, is the three dimensional real 
Heisenberg group 
(x, Y, -13 x, y, z E R. 
(x1 > Yl> z,)(x~,~~,z~)=(~,+x~+~,~~, yr+yZ, =,+z,) and H, is the 
integral subgroup of H,. (An application of Remark 3.2 obtains the 
representation of H, as upper triangular matrices in M(3, [w) with ones 
along the diagonal.) 
A calculation of the K-groups of C*(T’, Z) & C*(H,\H,, R) can be 
made by the Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence or Connes’ Thorn 
isomorphism theorem and yields 
K,(H,)=Z@Z@iZ, 
K,(H,)=Z@Z@Z. 
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Using the methods of the previous section we see that 
T,* (K,,( C*( T2, Z))) = L 0 LYZ. This last equality implies the first part of 
THEOREM 4.1. Let H, and H, he given as above ktBhrrc> r and 1) are 
irrational numbers. Then H, is *-isomorphic to H,{ fund only if’r = fl mod Z 
or r = 1 - fl mod Z. Furthermore H, is strongly Morita equivalent to H,{ if‘ 
and onI?% [f there exists (y fj) E GL(2, Z) with 
Proof: As in [ 191 since (T’, Z), is uniquely ergodic, each H, has a uni- 
que normalized trace; hence any isomorphic H, E H, implies that 
On the other hand if & = 1 -/I mod Z we note that 0, is conjugate to 
($1) ’ which is in turn conjugate to tI,{, so that H, z H,<. 
The second part of the theorem is just a “lifting” of the results of Rieffei 
proved for irrational rotation algebras in [ 191 which also can be applied to 
our case. Thus if H, and H, are strongly Morita equivalent there exists 
rE Iw with r(,S (&(H,))) = t:O (K,(H,j)). The same source, Theorem 4 of 
[ 191, shows the existence of a 7 E GL(2, Z) satisfying (1). 
In the other direction we note that if 7 = (: I;)E GL(2, 72) is such that 
cc=(-a/I+h)/(-r,B+d)modZsothat( ; I;) E GL(2, Z) satisfies (1 ), then, 
roughly speaking, the orbits of q,(t) can be considered equivalent to those 
of V,!(f). 
For the matrix (: 2) E GL(2, Z) induces an automorphism ;‘*: H, -+ H, 
given by the correspondences 
(0, 1,O) + (0, a, 0 
CO), 0, 1) + (0, h, 4, 
(1, 0, 0) + (det 7, 0, 0). 
(2) 
Once again, using the theorems of Malcev, ;I* may be extended to an 
automorphism 
y*: H, + H, 
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y*((t, 0,O) = (det ;J. t, 0, 0). 
y*((o, I, O))= .cy ut, Cf), i 
y*((o, 0, t)) = ! ht, dt ! 
(3) 
We note 
+acP(Bt2+f) bd 2 ~ + T (t - t) - ct$t*, 
2 
-a/It+&, (-cp+d)t EH~. (5) 
Since y*: H, 4 H, it follows that we have a topological homeo- 
morphism 
1’*: Hm\H, + H,\HR. 
Our aim now is to show that the flows generated by q,(t) and qs(t) on 
H,\H, (r],, qp as in Proposition 3.1) are orbit equivalent, i.e., to find a 
self-homeomorphism #: H,\H, carrying 9, orbits onto rlB orbits. In fact we 
calculate an element u’= (0, x, y) E H, such that C$ = R,.)‘*, where R, 
denotes translation on the right by gE H, on H,\H,. Letting z be an 
arbitrary element of H,, and denoting by 71 the surjection 
z: H, + H,\H,, then 
Thus if we can find a constant kg R and H‘E H, with w-‘y*(nfc(t)) u’= 
q,(kt) (5), the map $= R,, ‘>*p: H,‘\H,+ H,\HIw will carry orbits of the 
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flow (H,\H,, qp(t)) onto the orbits of (H,\,H,, am) as desired. Taking 
k = ( - cfi + d), Eq. (5) implies that we must have 
(0, -y, Y) Y*(vp(r))(v, --Y, -J) = q?,(( -CD + d) t). (6) 
Using the fact that z = ( -u/l + h)/( -c/1 + d), and by combining Eq. (4) 
with (6), it is possible to solve for (x, 1’)~ R2 that satisfies (6) as 
ad-hc= + 1 #O. 
Hence C*(Hz\H,, OX),,,, is *-isomorphic to C*( H,\H,, IR),~ which 
implies that C*( T2, Z), is strongly Morita equivalent to C*( T”, Z),$ as 
desired. 1 
Remark 4.2. An important factor in our ability to set up a Morita 
equivalence was the fact that 
tz-k=2- 1= 1, n, k as in Proposition 3.1. 
Thus if one wishes to obtain an extension of Theorem 4.1 to the more 
general situation of Sect. 3, one can show that a necessary condition for the 
s. Morita equivalence of C*(rl, Z’)M,,6, + C*(rl, .Z)M2,62, where M, and 
M, E GL(n, Z) satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.1 is the existence of a 
k~~,k=k,=k2anA~GL(k+l,Z)andr~Rsuchthat 
However, for cases where n-k > 1, even when M, = M, this condition is 
not necessarily sufficient to construct a automorphism 17 Nk + Ni with the 
desired properties. 
APPENDIX’ 
In the above paper the author indicated a method for the calculation of 
the range of the trace on the &-group of certain transformation group C*- 
’ After writing thrs paper we received a preprint of M. Pimsner’s “Range of traces on K,, of 
reduced crossed products by free groups,” in which he proves a very general result in a dif- 
ferent fashion which allows him to give another proof of Riedel’s theorem (Theorem 2.5) and 
which can be used to prove our Theorem 3.3. We comment on the relationship between our 
work and Pimsner’s in the Appendix. 
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algebras, and used this method to calculate the range of the trace of the K,- 
groups of C*-algebras generated by tranformations with quasi-discrete 
spectrum. W. Paschke has recently brought to our attention a preprint by 
Pimsner [33], in which a general formula for the range of the trace on the 
&-group of the reduced crossed product (by a free group) C*-algebra is 
given. Here the trace comes from a group-invariant trace on the original 
algebra. When Z acts on a compact metric space, the formula considerably 
facilitates the calculation of the tracial invariant in the transformation 
group @*-algebra. The aim of this note is to reproduce the formula for this 
case by means of a natural extension of the methods used above, and to 
discuss the significance of the formuIa in this context. 
We keep the notation above and suppose that Z acts on the compact 
metric space Y via a homeomorphism T: Y + Y. We may form (X, I%), the 
“mapping torus” for ( Y, T), i.e., the quotient space of (Y x [w) by the Z 
action(I’,r).n=(T’?,,v-n),and[WactsonXby(n(.u,r)).t=n(.u,r+t), 
where I7: Y x [w -+ X is the covering projection. A Z-invariant measure v on 
Y induces to a R-invariant measure fi on X. 
Let C*( Y, Z), C*(X, 6!) denote the transformation group C*-algebras 
with traces T,, and z~,, respectively. Results of Connes show that 
t;(K,(C*(X, [w))) = A,,(H’(X, Z)), where A,, is the asymptotic cycle of 
Schwartzman and H’(X, i2) is Cech cohomology. Since C*( Y, Z) is 
strongly Morita equivalent to C*(X, iw) with the traces ~~ and T,, 
corresponding to one another with respect to this equivalence 
(Proposition 1.4), it follows that 
Thus to calculate the range of the trace r,? on Ko(C*( Y, Z))), it suffices to 
calculate the range of the asymptotic cycle A, on H1(X, Z). This involves 
the calculation of H’(X, Z) from H1( Y, Z) and I!f( Y, Z). This was done in 
the examples of section 3 by a somewhat lengthy process. There is, 
however, a much simpler method to calculate H’(X, Z) through an exact 
sequence which we indicate here. First, we fix our notation. 
If M is a compact metric space, we denote by G(M) the mulfiplicative 
group of continuous functions mapping A4 into S’; C,(M) the additive 
group of continuous real-valued functions on M, and E(M) the subgroup 
of G(M) consisting of those functions which can be expressed as 
exp(2rrih(m)) for hc C,(M). We regard H’(M, Z) as the quotient group 
G(M)/E(M) and @(M, Z) as the subgroup of C,(M) consisting of those 
continuous functions on M which are integer-valued. If 4: M --+ M is a 
homeomorphism it induces group endomorphisms of G(M), E( 11f), 
C,(M), H’(M, Z), and p(M, Z). If f~ G(M) u C,(M) we denote the 
corresponding endomorphisms by .f‘+.f’n 4; if u E H’(M, Z) u H”(M, Z) we 
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denote the endomorphisms by u --) d*(u). If JE G(M) let [,f] denote its 
equivalence class in H’( M, Z). Note [,f‘,’ 41 = #*( [.f’] ). 
With the above notation in hand, we can state the following lemma, an 
analogue of part of the Wang exact sequence which was used for manifolds 
in [32]: 
LEMMA A. Let Y he u compnct metric spuce und T: Y + Y u 
homeomorphism, and let (X. R) he the,flow’ induced.from ( Y, Z ). Then there 
is un exact .sequence 
Hy Y, z ) 3 Ho(Y,Z)‘t H’(X2)L! H’(Y,n)= H’( Y, Z). 
Proof: The maps c1 and [I’ are given by 
x(h) = Iej,13 where e,, Z7( 3’. t) = exp 2zith( J,). 
(Here I7: Y x R + X is the covering projection restricted to Y x [O, 1 ]) and 
P( If1 1 = C.f‘t.01~ where .I r.o( J,) =.f’,, !I( J, 0). 
The verification of exactness is routine. 1 
Thus to compute the range of A,, on H’(X; Z) one need only use the 
maps given in Lemma A to compute representatives for H’(X, Z) in G(X) 
and compute the range of A,, by using the formula given in section 4 of 
c241 
Here A Cy. cI, argf is the change in argument of ,f‘ as x flows to .Y’ t; then 
lim,, I (1/2nit) A,,..,,, arg,f exists for /c-almost all .Y E X. By doing this we 
can obtain 
THEOREM B. (See [33. Corollary 4 3). Let Y be u compact .separah/e 
metric space and T: Y + Y u homeomorphism, and suppose that v is u 
T-invariant measure on Y. Then 
r,.(K,(C*(Y, Z)))= 1 hdlr, hELog( Y, T) 
F 
where Log( Y, T) is the subgroup of C,( Y) consisting qf,fimctions h .vuti.fi.- 
ing 
,f( 7))) = e2nih’ ’ if(y) for some ,f~ G( Y). 
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ProoJ By our remarks earlier, we need only prove that 
A,,(H’(X,‘z))= 
i 
J hdv,hELog(Y, T) 
Y 
where (X, R) is the flow induced from (Y, Z) and p is the R-invariant 
measure induced from v. By the exact sequence of Lemma A, an element 
of H’(X, Z) can be represented by a function gC,J;r,E G(X), with 
m@(Y,Z), feG(Y), IeCR(Y) s.t. mEim(T*-Id)cP(Y,Z), [.f]~ 
ker( T* - Id) c H’( Y, Z), ,f? T(y) =,f( y) P’~“(“), where 
where again If is restricted to Y x [IO, 11. Hence we write g q n( y, r) = 
f( y) eznrh( “I ‘, where 
h(y)=I(L’)+m(y)ELog(Y, n [f] E ker( T* - Id). 
TO compute ~,([g]) we must compute lim, _ , (l/k) ~,.r.l;l, argg which 
exists for almost all x in X. Hence 
exists for almost all x E X. Hence 
exists for almost all (~1, r) E Y x [0, 11. But 
A (I J.,r),t y.I) n) arg g 8) n 
=271((1 -r)h(y)+h(Tjs)+h(T2y)+ “1 +h(T” ‘y)+rh(T”(y))) 
so that 
&hrl., ,.,) n) arg gc; fl 
=((1-r)hiy)+h(T(y))+h(-T2(jJ))+ “. +h(T” ‘y)+rh(T’(js))) 
n 
MY)+h(T(Y))+ ... +WT” l(y))--(h(y)-NT”(y))) = 
n 
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Hence 
I 
.!!! 5G-l ((y,r),(.v,r) ?I) w go n 
= Iim 
c 
C:zo’h(T’(I’))_r(h(Y)-h(T’(Y))f 
n - L n n ) 
= lim C:‘=o’NT’(Y)) 
I, + 7 n 
But by the ergodic theorem [31], since h E C,( Y) c L’( Y, v), the limit 
lim, + x (l/n) J?yr,’ h( T’( J)) exists for v-almost every J E Y and defines a 
function h in L’(Y), with 
j 
Y  
h(,,)dtej h(y)dv 
Y  
Hence 
= 
i‘ 
6( ,I) dv 
Y 
= 
s 
h(y) dv. 
Y 
Hence A,(HI(X, Z))c {iYh(y)dv, h~Log(Y), T)}. To show the reverse 
inclusion we note that if h E Log( Y, T), then for f‘~ G( Y) with f c r(y) = 
.fc Y 1 e2nih( y), g, Lh) E G(X) can be defined with 
g, ,,hl cr ( y, r) =f( y) e2nLhc “) r. 
Then 
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through the same argument as above. Hence 
~,,W’(X,Z))= 
i 
j h(J’)dv,hELog(Y, 7) 
> I 
Remark. If [.f’] E ker( T* - Id) c H’( Y, Z), thenf’( TV) =,f( JS) c~~“‘( / ’ for 
some h E Log( Y, T). If ,f( J) ?“l( ” =.f‘( ~1) e’““‘?’ ” =,f’( rl,), we must have 
h,(y)-h,():)~ljO(y,L). Hence the map A,,:H’(X.Z)-+[W projects via 
8: H’(X, Z) + H’( Y, Z) to give a map A”, : ker( T* - Id) + R/z(fl’( Y)), 
1 L 
H’( Y, Z) 2 ker( T* ~ Id) i, R!r( H”( Y, Z)). 
This map A,, is the d, of Pimsner [34]. The range of the trace z* on 
K,(C*( Y, 72)) is just 4 -‘(A,,(ker( T* -Id))) where 
f): R --f R/T(P( Y, Z)) 
is projection. 
Pimsner’s Theorem A then aiiows us to easiiy calculate traces of 
K,(C*( T”, Z)) for any ergodic affine transformation 0 of the n-torus, as 
pointed out to us by W. Paschke, thus extending Theorem 3.3. 
COROLLARY C. Let I): F + T” he an Qine transformation of’ the n-torus 
which is ergodic with respect to Huar measure V. Then 
where E c S is the set of’eigenvalues fix 0 and 4: F! + IQ/Z S’ is the naturuf 
projection. 
ProoJ Since T’ is connected p( T”, 2) = Z and we need only concern 
ourselves with ker(O* - Id) c N’( T”, Z). But an element of the kernel for 
O* - Id corresponds to an element of the kernel of (M’ - Id) in Zi”, where 
ME GL(n, Z) is determined by 0. Hence an element of ker(B* - Id) c 
H’( 7”‘, Z) E Z” corresponds to a topological eigenfunction for the trans- 
formation 8. Conversely any (measure theoretic) eigenfunction of (T’, 8) 
is a.e. equal to an element of ?” and corresponds to an element of 
ker(M’- Id) c Z”[ 111. But then any eigenfunction for (T”, 0) corresponds 
to an element of ker (H* - Id) c H’( 7”‘, Z). In this case it is easy to see that 
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A,.(ker(fI* - Id)) = E, where A, is as in the preceding remark. Hence 
T*( K,( T’, Z)) = 4 ‘(E), as desired. 1 
Finally we indicate here an approach towards visualizing how elements 
with positive trace in K,(C*( Y, Z) arise. Suppose that a > 0 is in the range 
r*(K,, (C*( Y, z))) and determine 12 E Log( Y, T) with s P h( ,tp) &E = X. Form 
the induced flow (X, R). As in the proof of Theorem B the function h given 
rise to a function g in G(X) with 
A,,([g])= 1 h(y)dv=r>O. 
“k 
By results of Schwarzman, if A,,. ([g]) > 0 for every invariant measure p’ 
on X there will be a cross section K,, to the flow (X, R) with [gcx,,,] = 
[g] E H’(X, (2). Such a cross section will exist if and only if I), h( j,) &’ > 0 
for every T-invariant measure 1:’ on Y. This will happen if h is a positive 
function on Y, for instance. In such a case, the results above show that 
there is a cross section K,, to (X3 R) and an action of z on K,, such that 
C’*(K,,,iZ)=p,,C*(X, RIP,, 
for some projection P,? E c’*(X, R) with r,,(p,,) = J. Hence there is a strong 
Morita equivalence 
(‘*(K Z)-p,C*U, RIP,,-C*(K,,, HI 
which gives rise to a projection in some M,,(C*( Y, Z)) with trace x. 
In this situation, in a natural way one can think of certain projections in 
M,, (C*( Y, z)) as arising from topologica1 dynamical systems (K, Z) which 
are “flow-equivalent” to (Y, iz), i.e., whose induced flows are topologically 
conjugate to (X, R), the induced tlow for ( Y, z). Such systems need not 
necessarily be conjugate to (Y, z); for example, irrational rotations of the 
circle by IY and fl are flow equivalent if and only if there exists 
(; 2)~ GL(2, Z) with r = (ufr + h)/(cfi + d) mod 1. Thus in many cases 
finding projections in C*( Y, Z) comes down to finding systems which are 
flow equivalent to (Y, z). This is in itself a fascinating problem in 
topological dynamics (see 1321). 
Note added in pru~f: After writing this Appendix we received a copy of R. Exel’s thesis 
(U. C. Berkeley) and an article by N. Clarke, “A logarithm associated with a trace and a 
rotation numbers for automorphisms of C*-algebras,” which contains some related results 
obtained by different methods. 
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